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Responses of the Federal Bureau of Investigation 
to Questions for the Record 

Arising from the January 20,2010, Heari~g Before the 
Senate Committee on the Judiciary 

Regarding "Se~uring America's Safety: Improving the Effectiveness of 
Anti-Terrorism Tools and Inter-Agency Communication" 
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Outs i de t h e Scope 

b. I am also dis~rbed by reports that our intelligence~encjes may be 
struggling to perform even basic keyword searches to establish ~ betw'een'ct:!tical pieces 
of intelligence and recognize threats. What is the FBI do~ bot!( internally a~d in 
coordination with other agencies- to enhance our tecw(ologicalability to sort tfir.ough the 
vast amount of information we collect? Will the hundreds of ~orls of dollars tMt.;) 
have spent on the Sentinel and Guardian programs hblp in tmfre~V~ 
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The FBI continues to deploy phased eghanc~IJts't~pro~~ applications 
currently in use, including the Sentmel and Guardian p~grams. Th~scope of the 
FBI's current information technofugy projects ecl.phasizes~e accurate and timely 
sharing of information with ouflaw ~nforcement an~U.S. Iht~i~ence 
Community (USIC) partners( TheJBI.his dedicated ~~tantihl resources to 
globalizing the inform~n tiobn6logy en"ft"onment throl}gh the use of advanced 
capabilities that include rapid aii:d ~liable ~ to. mwtlple mission-critical data 
sources. During :fischl year\2.009 the FBI continuoo't<f develop and deploy 
Sentinel, repla~g tlie Sen~el En\erprise Portal }ith a new user interface that 
offers easier ~vigation of bases andttqcuments; a simplified login process, and 
easie.rJ~2_cess to~e search ~ability. For-e-xample, Sentinel's search feature now 
perinits aCCess to ~ons of cl3s~related records, displaying 100 results per page 
in chronologi~ord~ with hyperl~ to document details. Future deployments 
will further impro~e efficiency by offering a variety of advanced search 
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Th~ GuardiweGuar ·an Program began with deployment of the Guardian Threat 
Tracking shtem ~ughout the FBI's field and legal attache offices in July 2004. 
Guardi~is the ~ys primary tool for ensuring that potential terrorist threats and 
suspicious activitjes are documented, analyzed, monitored, mitigated, and 
G~mmunicated qhlckly throughout the FBI. More than 13,000 Guardian user 
acco~ts haylbeen activated and over 140,000 incidents had been addressed 
thro , Quardian as of February 2010, with an average of70 new incidents per 
day. 

Significant enhancements have recently been made to the Secret-level Guardian 
system to support the deployment of the unclassified eGuardian system to Fusion 
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Centers, regional intelligence centers, Joint Terrorism Task Forces (ffiFs), and 
Federal, state, local, and tribal law enforcement partners. eGuardian is a user
friendly system that works in tandem with Guardian to share unclassified 
information regarding potential terrorist threats, terrorist events, and suspicious 
activities, including Suspicious Activity Reports and intelligence analysis, 
throughout the law enforcement community. eGuardian allows recognized law 
enforcement entities to record suspicious activity or threayinformation with a 
potential nexus to terrorism in a standardized format using ~re-defined business 
process flow and submit the information for review and~alysit. Thls system, 
which can also accommodate attached documents~ pho(o images, vid~s, and 
audio clips, provides a near real-time inforz:futtion ~harizig environment-..that is 
available at no cost to our law enforceme4t p~e~0~ bfF~b~ 2~te~th~:re 
were more than 560 Federal, state, local, and tribal membe~~c1es With more\ 
than 1,800 individual eGuardian users whd~ad reported ~d shared. almost 3,00o/ 

incidents. \ ""-"'- ""' . __ .. / 
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